A leading global manufacturer of electronic instruments in the US use the StarBridge
Serial RapidIO Bridge board SREB01 and Fabric Management Library software for building
Metrology products system. StarBridge, Inc is located in Tokyo.
Tokyo, Japan June 20, 2022--StarBridge, Inc, a leader in trusted, Switched Fabric Technology
for the industry, communications and military defense projects, today announced that its highperformance switched fabric solution was selected by a US customer building Metrology
products, the details of which are highly confidential. The SREB01 PCIe to SRIO bridge product
support Gen2 PCIe and Serial RapidIO and Fabric Management Library. It is a highperformance switched fabric enable with low latency, peer to peer, high speed connection up to
5Gbaud between computer nodes and I/O nodes. See below.
http://www.starbridge.co.jp/topics/pdf/RapidExpress Bridge&Switch.pdf
“Since 2013, StarBridge has been a supplier to leading manufacturers in US and we continue to
deliver best-of-breed technologies and rapid deployment services that improve nearly every
aspect of the system,” said Akira Sato President and Chief Executive Officer.
About TMS (Technical Market Specialists):
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Long term distributor of StarBridge for US customers, to deploy integrated hardware and
software in a variety of test systems and development programs.
“The StarBridge Serial RapidIO solutions meet the demanding performance and quality
requirements for the US market,” said Chris Simoneaux, TMS Sales Engineer and Partner.
About StarBridge:
StarBridge Inc, in trusted, the leading integrator in Switch Fabric Technology in Japan.
StarBridge has been integrating Serial RapidIO and PCI Express technologies for worldwide
customers for over 20 years in applications such as; semiconductor manufacturing equipment,
medical imaging, industrial control, military and aerospace, communications, and server
expansion. StarBridge has provided the RapidExpress products which is a de-facto standard for
SRIO products, design service and system integration, including custom hardware and software
design, for the customers worldwide. StarBridge also provides DSP and high-speed digitizing
systems as the high grade system integration. To learn more, and for more information, visit
http://www.starbridge.co.jp

